The following is an index of the major topics addressed in the AANA Journal during 2019. The index is alphabetized according to headings, and entries appear in chronological order within the headings. Author and subject indexes are integrated.
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Cross-contamination: double gloving technique in decreasing, by anesthesia providers, 307

Cubbison S: single dose of ketamine during kyphoplasty procedures does not reduce postoperative narcotic consumption [Sharp et al.], 199
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Dalley CB: marijuana use in the anesthetized patient: history, pharmacology, and anesthetic considerations [Horvath et al.], 451

Darlong V: most hemodynamically stable method for change from high to low anesthesia flow: a randomized controlled trial comparing state entropy, high fresh gas flow for 10 minutes, and 0.8 ratio of end-expired agent concentration to inspired agent concentration [Punj et al.], 390
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